NAME: __________________________________________
TRANSFER CREDIT __________________________________

I. ANALYTICAL & QUANTITATIVE SKILLS (23 crs.)
MAT 183 (4) MAT 284 (4)
MAS 261 (3) MAS 362 (3)
IST 195 (3)
Science Electives: AST, BIO, CHE, EAR, FSC, PHY, SCI, STS  
(Also: ANT 131, CSD 212, GEO 155, NSD 225*, PSY 223/323/324)

II. COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS (12 crs.)
WRT 105 (3) WRT 205 (3)
WRT 307** (3) CRS 325/IST 444 (3)

III. ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (15 crs.)
ECN 203 (3) ECN 300+ (3)
LPP 255 (3) (not ECN 521)
IST 453 (3) IST 419/456 (3)
(Jr. year/offered spring only)

IV. BEHAVIORAL STUDIES (9 crs.)
IST 443 (3)
Behavioral Electives: PSY, SOC, or ANT

V. ARTS AND HUMANITIES (6 crs.)
PHI, ETS, Foreign Language, HOA, HOM, LIN, LIT or REL

VI. GLOBAL DIVERSITY ELECTIVES (6 crs.)

________________________________________ (3)
________________________________________ (3)
________________________________________ (3)

NOTES:
• *NSD 225 may not be used by students in the Newhouse dual.
• ** WRT 307 Recommended; WRT 301, 303 also acceptable
• AAA, AAS, AMS, JSP, LAS, MES, NAT, QSX, SAS, SOL, 
  WGS & WSP classes may be used in groups IV or V based 
  on content (see Interdisciplinary Electives sheet).
• Only Arts & Sciences courses may be used to fulfill IV, V, 
  and VI electives.
• Only full (3 or 4 credit) courses may be used to fulfill 
  requirements.
• + ACC/Managerial, EEE, FIN, MAR, MGT, RES, and 
  SCM require 18 credits. RMT and General Mgmt Studies 
  require 21 credits. ACC/Professional requires 30 credits.
• A MAXIMUM of 3 crs. Independent Study or Experience 
  Credit are allowed within Group VIIIB.
• No P/F grades allowed.
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